PART I CONTEMPORARY SECURITY

1 The Need for Secure Systems

Applications on the Wild Wild Web

The Need for Trustworthy Computing

Getting Everyone's Head in the Game

Using Tact to Sell Security to the Organization

Using Subversion

Some Ideas for Instilling a Security Culture

Get the Boss to Send an E-Mail

Nominate a Security Evangelist

The Attacker's Advantage and the Defender's Dilemma

Principle #1: The defender must defend all points; the attacker can choose the weakest point.

Principle #2: The defender can defend only against known attacks; the attacker can probe for unknown vulnerabilities.

Principle #3: The defender must be constantly vigilant; the attacker can strike at will.

Principle #4: The defender must play by the rules; the attacker can play dirty.

Summary

2 The Proactive Security Development Process

Process Improvements

The Role of Education

Resistance to Mandatory Training

Ongoing Training

Advancing the Science of Security

Education Proves the More Eyes Fallacy

Now the Evidence!

Design Phase

Security Questions During Interviews

Define the Product Security Goals

Security Is a Product Feature

Making Time for Security

Threat Modeling Leads to Secure Design

Build End-of-Life Plans for Insecure Features

Setting the Bug Bar

Security Team Review

Development Phase

Be Hardcore About Who Can Check In New Code (Check-Ins Checked)

Security Peer Review of New Code (Check-Ins Checked)

Define Secure Coding Guidelines

Review Old Defects
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